Abstract-Relations between reduced-order Markov and H e m i t e criteria are discussed.
The fact that the matrix C in (3) may be obtained from D by deleting the even rows and columns in D is a. general property of the matrices C and D. For thii reason, we apply the name "reduced Hermite criterion" to a stability test1 bssed on C.
In thisnote, we wish first toindicate a close connection between the Libnard-Chipart-Msrkov criterion and the reduced Hermite oriterion. This follows from a formula, developed in [4] in relating the Markov criterion to the Hermite criterion. Far simplicity, assume that n is even. In Here, X and Yare nonsingular matrices, the precise for-m of which is unimportant, Cis as before, and thesymmetricmrttrix Cis given by (The matrix f ? is obtainable from D by deleting the odd rows and columns.)
From (a), connection between the criteria. in question is immediate and one criterion can evidently be proved from the other.
In conclusion, we s h d comment on a number of other connections between the two criteria discussed and the LiBnard-Chipart criterion [5] , [ti] . In [I] the LiAnard-Chipart-Markov criterion is proved by using a. formula relating the odd-and even-order Markov determinants to the odd-and even-order Hurwitz determinants. The odd-and even-order Hurwitz determinants are relstable also to the principal minors of the matrices C and C, respectively. Effectively, the formulas arein [7] . Pmks [a] has aka commented on theexistence of such formulas, which can be derived from formulas wnnectine - 
